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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1.  The club promoter Malcolm tells Ashley Mears, “I always said,
in nightlife, it’s not what you spend, it’s what you get for  free.
That’s real power. . . .  If you  don’t spend a dime, that’s power.”
Why does this concept not extend to the  women of this world
of “ bottles and models”?

2.  It’s striking how hard the club promoters hustle to make a night 
feel effortless for the  women they recruit. How does their work
pay off in the long term?

3.  Mears notes that “promoters who  were men  were far better
positioned than  women to capitalize on girls’ beauty.” Why do
you think money mostly stays in the hands of the men who revolve 
around the  women?

4.  Though rare,  there are female promoters. Discuss the ways
female promoters develop their relationships with the models 
and beautiful  women differently from the tactics the male
promoters use.

5.  Compare and contrast the concepts of “party girls” ( women who 
are beautiful, young, and carefree enough to be out late and
often) and “good girls” ( women who are beautiful and serious
enough not to be out often), and note the diff er ent ways they
are viewed by men in this world.

6.  For promoters, Mears observes that their success in the VIP
world “escalated their aspirations to unattainable heights” and
made it challenging for them to bridge the financial gaps between
themselves and their richer clients, but many still believed it was 
pos si ble. Discuss how the VIP world creates  these illusions of
possibility.
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 7.  Mears writes that by joining a world that excludes and devalues 
 others but certainly makes one feel special,  women “strike a 
patriarchal bargain by gaining access in exchange for their own 
subordination as girls in the VIP world.” Does this bargain seem 
worth it?

 8.  Mears speaks to several promoters about the double- edged sword 
of color capital in VIP society— the advantages and disadvantages 
a significant number of promoters encounter by being Black. 
What surprised you about how race operates in this world?

 9.  In this world of excess and waste, clients are paying for experience 
not goods— which are oftentimes marked up 1,000  percent. 
Throughout the book, Mears vividly describes countless dinners, 
parties, and vacations: do  these experiences seem enticing to 
you? If you had the money, would you spend like this?

10.  Has this book changed the way you view nightlife and the concept 
of being a VIP?
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